D"NA~ structure models deduced from X-ray and physicochemical data for Pf 1, Xf, and fd viruses have two antiparallel chains wound in helices of VI5 A pitch with the phosphates near the structure axes and the bases directed outward. The models, which differ for each virus, are used to Interpret ultraviolet absorbance and fluorescence data in terms of DNA-protein interactions.
INTRODUCTION
Each of the filamentous bacterial viruses Pf1, Xf and fd contains a circular single-stranded DNA packed in a sheath of protein subunits. The X-ray fiber diffraction patterns for Pfl and Xf indicate that each protein O sheath has subunits in a one start helix of ^15 A pitch (1-3). Diffraction patterns for fd (4,5) have been interpreted as indicative of a perturbed one o start helix of V|5 A pitch (5) or as indicative of a five start helix (3) . Despite similarities in subunit packing in all three viruses, differences 1n DNA packing are pronounced. For example, Pfl is 2.0y long and Xf is l.Ou long, but both of their DNAs contain ^7400 nucleotides, and chemical data indicate almost exactly one nucleotide per subunit 1n Pfl and two nucleotides per subunit 1n Xf (6, 7) . On the other hand, fd is 0.9u long with 6400 nucleotides, and it has 2.3 or 2.4 nucleotides per subunit (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . The amino acid sequences give subunit molecular weights of 4609 for Pfl, 4343 for Xf and 5240 for fd and show the basic groups clustered in the carboxy-terminal portions, acidic groups in the amino-terminal portions, and nonpolar residues in the central portions of all three subunits but there are significant differences 1n the details of the sequences (13) (14) (15) .
Herein we describe some geometrical considerations which constrain the packing of the DNAs 1n these viruses. It is assumed that the single-stranded circular DNA molecule in each virion extends from one end to the other and back again so that there are two antiparallel chains. It 1s also assumed that the DNA structures are helical. TWO CHAIN DNA STRUCTURES WITH M5 A PITCH Consider first Pf1. If there were exactly one nucleotide per subunit (6,7), one would expect that the antiparallel chains would each lie in a helix of the same pitch and helical sense as the one start helix of protein subunits. This could occur if a given subunit were to interact with a nucleotide from the "down" chain and the next subunit were to interact with a nucleotide from the "up" chain. 
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pulations with space-filling, Corey-Pauling-Koltun (CPK) atomic models (17) . It proved quite easy to obtain conformations which satisfied the constraints. All had the phosphates near the axis and the bases directed outward. The bases on the outside could be unstacked or arranged in small "stacks" consisting of one base from each chain. Figure 2A oth helices have lefthanded sense, C3'-exo sugar conformations, and "anti" N-glycosidic bond rotations. Two common dihedral designations are used.
atoms, have been found using LALS, but at present we have no sure criteria for choosing among them. The contributions of phosphate charges to the electrostatic energy for models having phosphates near the center deserve consideration. The net charge on each of these viruses at neutral pH is negative due to several acidic amino acids in the ami no-terminal portions of the subunits which are probably farthest from the DNA. Amino acids which can bear positive charges are in the carboxy-terminal portions of the subunits (Figure 4) , where they are available to neutralize both the negative charges of the phosphates and also the negative charges on the terminal carboxylate group. (1) -ala-gly-leu-ile-tyr-ser-met-leu-arg-lys-ala-COO
Xf. with spectra for Isolated protein subunits and spectra for model compounds. In Pfl virus the only aromatic groups are the two tyrosines and one nucleotide per subunit. Absorbance studies have shown that deprotonation of one tyrosine per subunit is reversible and has a pK of 11.3 in 0.5 M KC1, but that deprotonation of more than one leads to irreversible disruption of the structure (7). We have found that about 90% of the tyrosyl fluorescence is characterized by a pK of 11.2 (Table 3 ) and conclude, from the correspon- The fluorescence excitation was at 282 nm and emission was at 304 nm. Titrations were begun near neutral pH at l.OxlO" 5 (Fig. 6). Enhancement can occur if a fluorophore is  rigidly constrained in a nonpolar environment and quenching can occur  through base-tyrosine stacking, through hydrogen bonding, or through the  presence of a nearby anion (19-23) . In Pf 1, tyri, 0 is close enough to the DNA to interact directly with it. We think that base-tyrosine stacking in Pfl is a good explanation of the high molar absorbance per nucleotide, the disruption of the virus on irreversible deprotonation of both tyrosines, and the low fluorescence from the one tyrosine, probably tyri,o, that is not reversibly titrated in 0.5 M KC1. helix 1n one, or even all, of these viruses to be other than ^15 A. This could occur 1f the matches of DNA and protein structures are achieved other than as described here, or if the protein structures are significantly different than currently thought. Although the detailed interpretation of the X-ray fiber diffraction pattern is still 1n progress, the extraction of 15 A pitches for the protein subunit helices in Pfl and Xf is straightforward (1-3) and the five start helix for fd seems well supported (3, 10) . Accepting the experimental parameters used above and placing our faith in a simple matching of DNA and protein structures, we propose that DNA structures of the two general types that we have described do in fact occur in filamentous viruses containing circular single-stranded DNA.
The models can be tested by comparisons with X-ray diffraction data when higher resolution is achieved. For example, our Pfl DNA models call 
